Company Profile

Welcome to Blue Desert Interiors…

Blue Desert Interiors has earned an impressive reputation for balancing traditional
architecture with modern living since 1990. A passion for the clean, uncluttered look of
a contemporary style influences many of the designs the firm produces and materials
are often used in unexpected ways to create a unique interior by thinking outside the
box. Acknowledging that client tastes always take precedence, however, Blue Desert
Interiors’ designs are often a masterful blend of contemporary with more traditional
touches.
Clients quickly learn that Blue Desert Interiors is one of those exceptional interior
design firms that really listens and responds to them. President and principal designer,
Mark LaPalm, IFDA, lives by the belief that at every step of the process, client needs
and ideas are treated with the respect they so richly deserve. Dedicated to creating the
best quality of life for his clients at home or at the office, Mark challenges their design
sense by guiding them to explore beyond the traditional boundaries of design to
discover the ideal styles that best match their wants and needs. Whether the project is
simple or complex, the client is considered an integral part of the design experience. In
creating a true collaboration that is fun, educational and fulfilling, a truly individual vision
is born. The result is intensely personal interiors that immediately feel like home.
The firm, which specializes in construction detailing for everything from new builds
to renovations and tenant improvements, is highly experienced in designing residential
and commercial as well as healthcare interiors. Dedicated to quickly bringing visions to
life, the firm brings a considerable range of design talents to every project. Extensive
product knowledge of both construction components and furnishings coupled with skills
such as design concept development, plan review, architectural detailing, space
planning, kitchen & bath design, and tile design allow the firm to unite form with function
to bring out the true potential in a project.
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Many projects reflect a skillful, almost seamless, integration of the latest
technology into the overall design. One of Mark LaPalm’s greatest skills lies in the area
of color selection. Thanks to his ability to predict color trends as much as a year before
other color specialists, Blue Desert Interiors’ projects transcend the ordinary to become
timeless interiors.
Over the years, Blue Desert Interiors has earned an excellent reputation for its
ability to effectively address client design and function needs. Challenging projects
such as designing offices in multiple states for the Lipson Neilson , Cole, Seltzer, Garin,
P.C. law firm and rebranding Care Meridian, a company that cares for brain injured
patients in a skilled nursing facility, have proven the firm’s skills. Accepting and
successfully completing Care Meridian’s challenge, Blue Desert gave the facility a
completely new, updated image while creating a functional space that enhanced
caregiver efficiency as well as patient comfort and healing.
Blue Desert Interiors specializes in creating finely detailed interiors that reflect a
masterful blend of modern with classic styles that incorporate innovative lighting,
exquisite window treatments and exceptional fine art selection. A nationally renowned
design firm serving clients in Arizona, Michigan, California and Nevada from their studio
in the Scottsdale, Arizona, Blue Desert Interiors provides unique interior design
solutions for residential, commercial and small- as well as large-scale healthcare
environments.
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